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Abstract. In this paper, an algorithm for the classification of (k, 3)−arcs in
the projective plane of order 9, coordinatized by elements of a left semifield,
denoted by SFPG(2, 9) is given. Then, some examples of (k, 3)−arcs are given,

GAP, a computer-based exhaustive search.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries

A projective plane π consists of a set P of points, and a set L of subsets of P,
called lines, such that every pair of points is contained in exactly one line, every
two distinct lines intersect in exactly one point, and there exist four points in such
a position that they pairwise define six distinct lines. A subplane of a projective
plane π is a set B of points and lines which is itself a projective plane, relative to
the incidence relation given in π.

It is well known that any two projective planes with the same order n, n ≤ 8, are
isomorphic and every projective plane has also an algebraic structure obtained by
coordinatization. Conversely, certain algebraic structures can be used to construct
projective planes.

There exist at least four non-isomorphic projective planes of order 9. The
known four distinct projective planes of order 9 are extensively studied by Room-
Kirkpatrick[16]. These are Desarguesian plane, the left nearfield plane, the right
nearfield plane and Hughes plane [12]. We will briefly give some information about
the algebraic structures of these planes. Let S = {0, 1, 2, a, b, c, d, e, f} and ⊕ be
the additional operation on field F = GF (9) where b = a+1, c = a+2, d = a+ a,
e = d+ 1, f = d+ 2 and 1 + 2 = a+ d = 0. The operation ⊗ on S is defined as in
Table 1.
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⊗ 0 1 2 a b c d e f
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 2 a b c d e f
2 0 2 1 d f e a c b
a 0 a d 2 e b 1 f c
b 0 b f c 2 d e a 1
c 0 c e f a 2 b 1 d
d 0 d a 1 c f 2 b e
e 0 e c b d 1 f 2 a
f 0 f b e 1 a c d 2

Table 1

Then (S,⊕,⊗) is the right nearfield. This nearfield is doneted by S(9). The
projective plane π = (P,L, I) whose algebraic structure is the right nearfield plane
of order 9 is constructed in following manner [16]: set of the points;

P = {(x, y, 1) : x, y ∈ S} ∪ {(1, x, 0) : x ∈ S} ∪ {(0, 1, 0)},
set of the lines;

L = {[m, 1, k] : m, k ∈ S} ∪ {[1, 0, k] : k ∈ S} ∪ {[0, 0, 1]}
and incidence relation,

I : (x, y, z) o [m,n, k] ⇔ xm+ yn+ zk = 0.

Projective plane of order 9 constructed by S(9) is denoted by ΠS(9).
If operation ∗ is defined as x ∗ y = y ⊗ x for all x, y ∈ S(9), (S,⊕, ∗) is the left

nearfield. The plane constructed over this nearfield is the dual plane of ΠS(9) and
it is not isomorphic to ΠS(9), [17]. This plane is denoted by Πd

S(9) . Hughes planes
represented by ΠH(9) is the other plane of order 9 which has nonlinear ternary ring
and hence it is different from projective planes ΠS(9) and Πd

S(9).
Let q = ph, where p is odd prime and h is a positive integer. The existence of

the right nearfield of order q2 and the construction methods of the Hughes planes
over this nearfield can be seen from [12]. The construction of the smallest Hughes
plane for q = 3 and self duality of this plane are given in [17].

P2F , ΠS(9), Π
d
S(9) and ΠH(9) constructing in these manner consist of all known

projective planes of order 9. In [16], more detailed information about these distinct
four planes is given.

Getting in the search which is done by Lam [13] by computer on projective
planes of order 9 is worked on 283.657 non-isomorphic Latin squares, it is note that
it can lead the lost a branch of the search because of unknown hardware error or
occuring an error in computer; and that there is a possibility that this is a only
branch where new plane occurs. Thus, it prevents to definite decision for computer
programs. Because of the agreement of the computer results with those obtained
by theorical means, it is claimed that the computer program is correct and that
there is no another projective plane order 9. It can be seen to [13] for more detail
information.

It is essential to characterize certain subsets of the plane. Some of the essential
subsets of the plane are Fano planes and arcs. A Fano plane is a projective plane of
order 2. A Fano plane also occurs as a subplane of many larger projective planes.
Therefore, the discovery of the Fano plane has played an important role in the
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improvement of the theory of finite geometries. Fibered projective plane and Fano
subplanes of some projective planes have been examined by many authors. For
instance, Akça-Kaya [1], Akça-Günaltılı & Güney [2], Akpınar [3], Bayar-Ekmekçi
& Akça [6], Çifçi-Kaya [7], Room-Kirpatrick [16],etc.

A (k, 2)− arc K is a set of k points no 3 of which are collinear in the plane. A
(k, 2)−arc is called simply an arc of size k or a k arc. For a detailed description of
the most important properties of these geometric structures, we refer the reader to
[10]. A (k, 3)− arc K is a set of k points no 4 of which are collinear of this plane. In
[11] the relationship between the theory of complete (k, r)−arcs, coding theory and
mathematical statistics is presented. S. Marcugini - A. Milani and F. Pambianco
[14] classificiated all (k, 3)−arcs in PG(2, 7) using MAGMA. R.N. Daskalov and
M.E.J. Contreras [8] gave new (k; r)−arcs in PG(2, 13).

The largest size of a (k, r)−arc of PG(2, q) is indicated by mr(2, q). In [5] and
[11], bounds for mr(2, q) are given. In particular, m3(2, q) ≤ 2q + 1 for q ≥ 4, [18].

A general method of generating semifield was given by Hall (1959), [9]. A left
semifield of order 9 is defined as follows:

Definition 1.1. A left semifield is a system (S,+, ·), where + and · are binary
operations on the set S and

i) S is finite
ii) (S,+) is a group, with identity 0
iii) (S\{0}, ·) is a semi-group, with identity 1
iv) x · 0 = 0 for all x ∈ S
v) · is left distributive over +, that is x ·(y+z) = (x ·y)+(x ·z) for all x, y, z ∈ S
vi) Given a, b, c ∈ S with a ̸= b, there exists a unique x ∈ S such that

−a · x+ b · x = c.

Example 1.1. Let (F3,+, .) be the field of integers modulo 3. Let S be

S = {a+ λb : a, b ∈ F3, λ /∈ F3}

and we consider the addition and multiplication on S given by

(1) (a+ λb)⊕ (c+ λd) = (a+ c) + λ(b+ d)

and

(2) (a+ λb)⊙ (c+ λd) =

{
ac+ λ(ad), if b = 0
ac− b−1df(a) + λ(bc− ad+ d)), if b ̸= 0

where, f(t) = t2 − t− 1 is a irreducible polynomial on F3.
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For the sake of shortness, if we use ab instead of a+ λb in equation (1) and (2)
then addition and multiplication tables are as follows:

⊕ 00 01 02 10 11 12 20 21 22
00 00 01 02 10 11 12 20 21 22
01 01 02 00 11 12 10 21 22 20
02 02 00 01 12 10 11 22 20 21
10 10 11 12 20 21 22 00 01 02
11 11 12 10 21 22 20 01 02 00
12 12 10 11 22 20 21 02 00 01
20 20 21 22 00 01 02 10 11 12
21 21 22 20 01 02 00 11 12 10
22 22 20 21 02 00 01 12 10 11

Table 2

⊙ 00 01 02 10 11 12 20 21 22
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
01 00 11 22 01 12 20 02 10 21
02 00 21 12 02 20 11 01 22 10
10 00 01 02 10 11 12 20 21 22
11 00 10 20 11 21 01 22 02 12
12 00 20 10 12 02 22 21 11 01
20 00 02 01 20 22 21 10 12 11
21 00 22 11 21 10 02 12 01 20
22 00 12 21 22 01 10 11 20 02

Table3

the system (S,⊕,⊙) is a left semifield of order 9.

Finally, we consider the projective plane of order 9 coordinatised by elements
of the above left semifield and investigate Fano subplanes and (k, 3)−arcs of this
plane.

A regular quadrangle in a projective plane is a set of four points of which no
three are collinear. If ABCD is a regular quadrangle, the six linesAB,AC,AD,BC,
BD,CD are called the sides of the quadrangle, and the three points V = AB∩CD,
W = AC ∩BD, U = AD ∩BC are called the diagonal points of the quadrangle. If
the diagonal points of a regular quadrangle are collinear then the incidence structure
(P,L) with

P = {A,B,C,D,U, V,W}
and

L = {ABV,ACW,ADU,BCU,BDW,CDV,UVW}
is a Fano plane. Such a Fano plane is called the completion of the regular quadran-
gle. If the diagonal points V,W,U are not collinear it is said that the quadrangle
does not determine a Fano subplane.

The Plane P2S : The 91 points of P2S are the elements of the set

{(x, y) : x, y ∈ S} ∪ {(m) : m ∈ S} ∪ {(∞)}.

The points of the form (x, y) are called proper points, and the unique point (∞) and
the points of the form (m) are called ideal points. The 91 lines of P2S are defined
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as a set of points satisfying one of the three conditions:

[m, k] = {(x, y) ∈ S2 : y = m⊙ x⊕ k} ∪ {(m)}
[λ] = {(x, y) ∈ S2 : x = λ} ∪ {(∞)}
[∞] = {(m) ∈ S} ∪ {(∞)}

The 81 lines having form y = m ⊙ x ⊕ k and 9 lines having equation of the form
x = λ are called the proper lines and the unique line [∞] is called the ideal line.

The system of points, lines and incidence relation given above defines a projective
plane of order 9 denoted by SFPG(2, 9), which is the left semifield plane.

2. Fano Subplanes of P2S :

We consider the four distinct points O = (0 + λ0, 0 + λ0) := (00, 00), I =
(1+λ0, 1+λ0) := (10, 10), X = (0+λ0) := (00) and Pi = (a+λb, c+λd) := (ab, cd),
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 6}.

A regular quadrangle OIXPi can be completed to a Fano plane if and only if the
diagonal points OI ∩XPi = Vi, OPi ∩ IX = Ui, OX ∩ IPi = Wi, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 6},
are collinear.

Clearly, each of 48 Fano subplanes of P2S containing O, I, X has a line passing
through (∞). It is also known that every Fano subplane of P2S has exactly one
ideal point. X = (00) is the ideal point of the above 48 Fano subplanes which is

paired with (∞). In any Fano subplane let V be an ideal point with V
′
, and let A

and B be two proper points such that V, V
′
/∈ AB. Then A, B, V can be mapped to

O, I, X by a collination mapping the Fano subplane to a Fano subplane containing
O, I, X.

Proposition 2.1. [see 2] The number of Fano subplanes which are completions of
AV BP is 414720.

Now, in this paper, an algorithm for the classification of the (k, 3)− arcs in the
left semifield plane of order 9 is defined and some examples of the (k, 3)−arcs are
given using a computer-based exhaustive search.

3. The algorithm for the classification of the (k, 3)− arcs in
SFPG(2, 9)

In this section, the algorithm used in the classification is described. It is known
that a finite projective plane is coordinatized by quadrangle OIXP . Therefore,
(k, 3)−arcs of SFPG(2, 9) are determined with this quadrangle

G0 = {O = [1], I = [4], X = [28], P = [31]}

and l1 = OX, l2 = PX, l3 = OP , l4 = IP , l5 = OI, l6 = IX, using GAP ([4] and
[15]).

Step 1: Let G0 = {O = [1], I = [4], X = [28], P = [31]} be a quadrangle.
Since SFPG(2, 9) \ G0 contains exactly 87 points, the total number of (5, 3)−arcs
which contain G0 is 87.

Step 2: Let

Gj = G0 ∪ {Xi : Xi ∈ li, 1 ≤ i ≤ j}
for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ 14. One can easily find (5 + t, 3)−arcs which contain Gj, for
each j, k, 1 ≤ j ≤ 14, 0 ≤ t ≤ 14 using GAP.
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4. Some examples of the (k, 3)−arcs in SFPG(2, 9)

Now, we will give some examples of (5 + t, 3)−arcs, for t ∈ {1, 2, 3}, using GAP,
respectively.

Example 4.1. (6, 3)−arcs which contain G0

gap> Read("zakca.gi");

gap> G2:=[[1],[4],[7],[28],[31]];

gap> Set(G2);

[ [1],[4],[7],[10],[28],[31] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[11],[28],[31] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[12],[28],[31] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[13],[28],[31] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[14],[28],[31] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[15],[28],[31] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[16],[28],[31] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[17],[28],[31] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[18],[28],[31] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[19],[28],[31] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[20],[28],[31] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[21],[28],[31] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[22],[28],[31] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[23],[28],[31] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[24],[28],[31] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[25],[28],[31] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[26],[28],[31] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[27],[28],[31] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[29],[31] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[30],[31] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[32] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[33] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[34] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[35] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[36] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[37] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[38] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[39] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[40] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[41] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[42] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[43] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[44] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[45] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[46] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[47] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[48] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[49] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[50] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[51] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[52] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[53] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[54] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[55] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[56] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[57] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[59] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[60] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[62] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[63] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[64] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[65] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[66] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[67] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[68] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[69] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[70] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[71] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[72] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[73] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[74] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[75] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[76] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[77] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[78] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[79] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[80] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[81] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[82] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[83] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[84] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[85] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[86] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[87] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[88] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[89] ];
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[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[90] ].

Example 4.2. (7, 3)−arcs which contain G0

gap> Read("zakca.gi");

gap> G3:=[[1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58]];

gap> Set(G3);

[ [1],[4],[7],[10],[28],[31],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[11],[28],[31],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[11],[28],[31],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[12],[28],[31],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[14],[28],[31],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[15],[28],[31],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[16],[28],[31],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[18],[28],[31],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[19],[28],[31],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[20],[28],[31],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[21],[28],[31],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[23],[28],[31],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[24],[28],[31],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[25],[28],[31],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[26],[28],[31],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[29],[31],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[30],[31],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[32],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[33],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[34],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[35],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[36],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[37],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[39],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[41],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[42],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[43],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[44],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[45],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[46],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[47],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[50],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[51],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[52],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[53],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[54],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[55],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[56],[58] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[57],[58] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[59] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[60] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[62] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[63] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[64] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[65] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[66] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[69] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[70] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[71] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[72] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[73] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[74] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[75] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[77] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[79] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[80] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[81] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[83] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[84] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[86] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[87] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[88] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[89] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[90] ].

Example 4.3. (8, 3)−arcs which contain G0

gap> Read("zakca.gi");

gap> G4:=[[1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61]];

gap> Set(G4);

[ [1],[4],[7],[10],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[12],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[14],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[16],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[18],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[19],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[20],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[24],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[25],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[26],[28],[31],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[29],[31],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[30],[31],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[32],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[33],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[34],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[35],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[36],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[37],[58],[61] ];
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[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[42],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[43],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[44],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[45],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[46],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[50],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[52],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[53],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[54],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[55],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[56],[58],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[57],[58],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[59],[61] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[60],[61] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[62] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[63] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[64] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[65] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[66] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[69] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[70] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[73] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[74] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[75] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[77] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[79] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[83] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[84] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[86] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[87] ];

[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[89] ];[ [1],[4],[7],[28],[31],[58],[61],[90] ].

If t ∈ {4, 5, ..., 14} then other examples can be find similarly as the above exam-
ples, using GAP.
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